One step ahead
Global Project Tracker
Focus on the most worthwhile
opportunities with complete
visibility of upcoming projects

¥¥ Where are the upcoming

opportunities in the
pre-FID phase?

¥¥ What is the demand

forecast under different
oil prices?

¥¥ Which opportunities are

viable based on underlying
field economics and
FID status?

¥¥ What is the complete

construction cycle for
key projects?

Trusted commercial intelligence
www.woodmac.com

In an increasingly competitive environment,
visibility of upcoming projects is essential
for Oilfield Services (OFS) companies to
focus on the most viable prospects.
To prioritise tendering activity and increase business
development exposure, you need to identify and screen
opportunities in the pre-FID phase, and the projects’
associated service requirements.
The Global Project Tracker (GPT) is an online pre-FID greenfield
equipment and services quantification tool. It combines the
output of Wood Mackenzie’s Global Economic Model (GEM)
and upstream database with Infield’s proprietary infrastructure
database to deliver a unique opportunity identification
solution that feeds field economic scenarios down to the
infrastructure level.

Identify opportunities and stress test
to find the right prospect for you
Contact us now to find out
how the Global Project
Tracker can help you forecast
equipment demand:
Europe
Americas
Asia Pacific
Email

+44 131 243 4242
+1 713 470 1731
+65 6518 0885
contactus@woodmac.com

www.woodmac.com

¥¥

Run different breakeven, discount rate and development
cost deflation scenarios across the offshore facilities, SURF,
SPS and conventional sectors.

¥¥

Segment and quantify the market, down to the kit
and capex detail level and manipulate by differing cost
categories, geography, operator, equipment and material
type.

¥¥

Quantify your core/addressable market under differing
scenarios, setting this market in context to the wider
offshore industry and identify opportunities for your sales
function to pursue.

Wood Mackenzie
Upstream
Database:
Project FID timeline

Offshore
Production
Expenditure:
Infrastructure
cost & timings

Offshore
Energy Database:
Granular
equipment
requirements

Global
Economic Model:
Breakeven prices
stress testing

Global Project Tracker
Filter opportunities by
their FID status or their
expected FID year

Understand a projects
construction cycle
from pre-FID through
to installation

Wood Mackenzie™, a Verisk Analytics business, is a trusted source of commercial intelligence for the world's
natural resources sector. We empower clients to make better strategic decisions, providing objective analysis
and advice on assets, companies and markets. For more information visit: www.woodmac.com
WOOD MACKENZIE is a trade mark of Wood Mackenzie Limited and is the subject of trade mark registrations and/or applications in
the European Community, the USA and other countries around the world.

Filter data by package
category, right down
to the individual
component for
each package
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Benchmark the viability of
opportunities based
on their underlying
field economics

